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Abstract
With the evolution of social media over the years, entities
like hashtags, tags, topics have also evolved and adopted
traits that are very similar to various natural language units.
One of the interesting and prevalent linguistic phenomena
is compounding. Like natural language compounding, hash-
tag compounding also takes place and we study the factors
behind their adoption in social media. Similar compound-
ing phenomena can also be seen in Quora topics and other
non-English languages used in social media.
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Introduction
Social media creates massive amount of user-generated
content. To organize such a huge volume of content, vari-
ous entities have been created - for example, hashtags in
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Google+ etc, topics in Quora,
tags in Stack Overflow etc. Over the years, these entities
have evolved and adopted various traits that are specific
to natural language units. We try to focus on the popularity
aspects of such linguistic entities in various contexts.
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Twitter hastags are widely used to define a shared context
for specific events, topics etc. Apart from hashtags con-
cerning well-known topics like sports, music, technology
etc., there are a set of hashtags that are primarily used
for conversational and personal reasons. These type of
conversational and personal themed hashtags are gen-
erally called Twitter idioms (#10ThingsAboutMe, #4Word-
sAfterABreakup, #ThingsMyMamaDo, #ICantForgetAboutYou
etc.). Twitter idioms are usually used by people for day-to-
day gossip, showing personal feelings etc. Moreover, peo-
ple join these topics when they see other people post them;
in principle, they are motivated by sources that are exter-
nal rather than internal (from their mind) [3]. Therefore, if
one needs to understand human conversation dynamics,
one has to study the idioms in isolation. This could open
the gateway to understand the opinion [1], sentiments and
emotions of people in more focused way instead of looking
into the entire gamut of Twitter hashtags which researchers
have been doing over the years. Hashtags have been stud-
ied extensively by researchers to analyze the competition
dynamics, the adoption rate and popularity scores [10, 5,
4, 2]. However, there are very few attempts to study the lin-
guistic aspects of hashtag evolution over large time scales.

One of the interesting and prevalent linguistic phenomena
in today’s world of brief expressions, chats etc. is hash-
tag compounding where new hashtags are formed through
combination of two or more hashtags together with the form
of the individual hashtags remaining intact. For example,
#PeoplesChoice and #Awards form #PeoplesChoiceAwards.
#KellyRipa and #CelebrationMonth make #KellyRipaCele-
brationMonth; #WikipediaBlackout is formed from #Wikipedia
and #Blackout; #OregonBelieveMovieMeetup is formed
from #Oregon, #BelieveMovie and #Meetup; #Educational,
#Ipad, #Apps together make #EducationalIpadApps etc.

Another class of social media sites correspond to Q&A fo-
rums like Stack Overflow, Quora etc. Apart from being a
Q&A site, Quora has a social network backbone that nicely
integrates its user base and is a very unique feature com-
pared to the other Q&A sites. People can tag questions with
various topics, follow a question, follow a topic, share ques-
tions and its answers apart from the basic features like up-
voting/downvoting, commenting etc. In Quora’s ecosystem
of knowledge sharing through question-answering, topics
play an important role. People follow topics to get important
and valuable content related to a topic of their interest. Sim-
ilarly, when a user posts a question, he/she can tag it with
relevant topics so that the topical experts and people inter-
ested in the topics get to know about the question and can
provide better answers thus helping to control the content
quality in Quora. Further, the users in Quora usually pro-
vide compelling answers to the questions in which they are
interested. Therefore, topics form an essential organizing
tool for Quora’s knowledge corpus.

Research overview and Work done
A stratified learning approach for predicting the popularity of 
Twitter Idioms
One of the first steps to understand the rich data of con-
versation dynamics in social media is to know what are the 
popular idioms, the factors that make these kind of hash-
tags popular. [9] observed that different topical categories
(sports, music, idioms) of hashtags have different propaga-
tion patterns. Therefore, there is a natural intuition that they 
would gain popularity through different mechanisms as the 
underlying spreading pattern is different. These observa-
tions formed the central motivation of this work where we 
investigate the detailed mechanics of the spread of the id-
ioms and, subsequently, develop a model that can automat-
ically predict those idioms that are going to be popular in
future. We also perform predictions at different time points.
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Prediction of popular idioms at different time points can
be directly applied to identify the temporal scope of senti-
ments/opinions in the associated tweets and the way the
scope changes. This also helps us understand the commu-
nity sentiment as people usually follow the trending idioms.
At first, we categorize the set of hashtags into two different
classes: idioms and non-idioms. We then contrive a set of
specialized popularity features on the stratified sample to
independently predict the popularity of Twitter idioms. This
work was had been presented at ICWSM 2015 [6].

Early Prediction of Popular Hashtag Compounds
Like general hashtags, predicting popular hashtag com-
pounding is also an important and interesting task. There
are marketing strategic needs, needs for fulfilling com-
municative intents (affective expression, political persua-
sion, humor etc.) as well as spontaneous needs for use
of hashtag compounds. For example, the e-commerce

Benefits of participation to
the Doctoral Colloquium
I believe that attending the
CSCW 2017 Doctoral Col-
loquium can benefit my
research in various ways.
First and foremost, it will
provide me an unique oppor-
tunity to present and discuss
my research work and re-
ceive constructive comments
from my fellow researchers
and professionals from the
various backgrounds. Since I
plan to finish my PhD works
within a couple of years, I
think those feedbacks and
advices would certainly
better shape my PhD work
and help me achieve my
desired goal. Secondly, I
believe that my participation
into the Colloquium is not
unilateral. I expect to share
my views, thoughts on my
fellow students’ PhD thesis
works which might benefit
them as well. I attended the
CSCW 2016 conference last
year where I could mingle
and interact with the fellow
researchers, eminent aca-
demicians and professionals
which was certainly satisfy-
ing and enriched me a PhD
Student. Lastly, I see the
colloquium as a great plat-
form to socialize and to be
acquainted with the CSCW
community better.

company Amazon used #AmazonPrimeDay to promote
the discounted sale of its product. The hashtag is a com-
pound of #Amazon and #PrimeDay whereas the individ-
ual hashtag #PrimeDay was also popular. So, there is a
trade-off whether to use hashtag compounds or the un-
compounded constituents. Similarly, assume another sce-
nario where an event is taking place, say the premiere of
a movie ‘The Imitation Game’. Here one can use both the
hashtags #TheImitationGame and #Premiere or can use
a hashtag compound #TheImitationGamePremiere. In this
context, one needs to identify which version one should use
so that the hashtag being used gains a higher frequency of
usage in the near future. Hashtag compounds also serve
the communicative intents like political campaign hashtags
(#PresidentTrump = #President + #Trump : hashtag to sup-
port Donald Trump for the 2016 US Presidential election).
Hashtag compounding can also happen spontaneously.
These hashtags are generally conversational or personal

themed hashtags like #TheBestFeelingInARelationship
(#TheBestFeeling + #InARelationship), #ThrowbackThurs-
day (#Throwback + #Thursday), #ComeOnNowDontLie
(#ComeOnNow + #DontLie). Our prediction framework is
different from existing popularity prediction/trend identifi-
cation algorithms/frameworks in the following ways. Most
popularity prediction frameworks deal with the problem of
predicting whether a hashtag will become popular or not
among a competing hashtag pool consisting of all hash-
tags across various topics from the data stream and filtered
by the time window in which the prediction is being made.
However, in our framework, we attempt to predict whether
the hashtag compound or the individual constituent hash-
tags would become popular. Therefore, our competition
space is smaller and topically more well-defined. In other
words, the predictor attempts to indicate whether users
would adopt the compounded hashtags or not. This work
was presented at CSCW 2016 and was selected as an
honorable mention paper [7].

Analysis and prediction of question topic popularity in Quora
In this work, we have moved from hashtags in Twitter to top-
ics in Q&A sites like Quora. We study the dynamics of topic
growth and evolution in Quora over time; in other words, we
focus on how the Quora knowledge base is changing over
time with the influx of new topics, growth or decay of older
topics. One of the primary interests of this study is to iden-
tify factors that have a direct impact on the growth of popu-
larity of the question topics. Understanding the popularity of
topics is important because it helps us identifying trending
topics. This study has a direct application in recommen-
dation of the trending topics to various users in Quora. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first rigorous and in-
depth measurement study on a large dataset spanning over
a period of more than four years that focuses on the pre-
diction of popular question topics and can potentially have
a significant impact on a service like trending topic recom-
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mendation in Quora.This work was presented at ICWSM
2015 [8].

Future direction and Expected Contribution

Challenges in Indian Lan-
guage Context
Indian-ness: These posts are
usually in standard English
but are relevant in the Indian
context only.
When people in #flood-ravaged
#Uttarakhand went hungry dur-
ing 2013 disaster, state govt
officers relished mutton, gulab
jamuns #shame
Code-mixed/code switched
tweets: Quite often the Indian
language words are embedded
in English posts and vice versa.
Huge traffic restrictions for PM’s
visit to #blast site mean de-
serted roads in #Hyderabad.
“Itna sanaata kyon hai bhai?”
(code-switch)
MMS will go to #Hyderabad-
Blast site to take jayeja of area
& say Hazaaron Jawabon
Se Acchi Hai Meri Khamoshi
#ThikHai (code-mix) Indian
language and script: Post
may also be completely in an
Indian language and often
typed in devanagari unicode.

Quora topic merging
Like hashtag compounding which is a prevalent form of
compositionality in social media, we also observe com-
pounding of Quora topics. In Quora, topics are organized
via parent-child relationships thus shaping up an unique
ontologigal structure. Preliminary investigation suggests
existence of topic merges, where one topic gets merged
into another topic. For example, ‘Paper Money’ merged into
‘Banknotes’, ‘Chinese Chess’ into ‘Xiangqi game’ and so
on. We here try to figure out how such a phenomena hap-
pens. The most important question is whether such merges
are outcomes of linguistic or social pressures.

Indian language compounding
Though English language is a prevalent medium of tweet-
ing, a significant number of tweets are posted in other lan-
guages like Japanese, Spanish, Portugese, Hindi etc. We
are currently focusing on identifying and studying hashtag
compounding for Indian languages. The task is difficult due
to unavailability of state-of-the-art linguistic tools (named
entity disambiguator, POS tagger etc.) The final goal of this
project is to develop a end-to-end system for hashtag com-
pounding and recommendation.
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